Jane Woodhead
Third Level Coach and Facilitator

“Professional, flexible, humorous and occasional sheer bloodymindedness made it work fantastically”
Statement of Purpose:
Passionately get to the heart of matters, delivering real, lasting change.
About me:
Select Client List
I am a confident, focused and challenging coach, consultant and facilitator. Abbot
I
B&Q
provide a balance of empathy and understanding with high task focus and
a desire for change.
Chelsea Football Club
My background in line management and consultancy allows me to blend both
organisational sensitivity and an understanding of people, to help individuals
perform and develop within the environment in which they work. It’s about you,
not me. I like to listen, understand, challenge, provide feedback, humour and
perspective, and see how change can bring you benefits.

Clinigen
Pharmaceuticals

Integrity is key to me in life and in business: I believe in trust and honesty and
place a high value on the importance of confidentiality in the coaching
relationship.

Design Council

Outcomes - What you can expect from our coaching partnership
 Business outcomes: insight, analysis and creativity to help look at things
in different ways
 Self-awareness leading to changed behaviour using new techniques
 Increased self confidence in situations that were previously a challenge
 Improved flexibility in leadership and influencing

EDF Energy

Education/certifications
 Qualified with Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development
 Business Studies Degree
 European Mentoring and Coaching Council
 Certified in Coaching with iCoach through Middlesex University
 Licensed a range of diagnostic materials, including MBTI, EQ 360
 Third Level Leadership Faculty Member

Department of
Communities and Local
Government

DHL
Disney

John Lewis Partnership
Lane Clark Peacock
Actuarial
Lexis Nexis
London South Bank
University
Lloyds Banking Group
Pickfords
Natural History Museum
Royal Sun Alliance
Sustainable
Development
Commission
TGI Friday
TUI
VW Financial Services

Jane Woodhead
44 (0) 7889-219 230
jwoodhead@thirdlevel.com

Jane Woodhead
Third Level Coach and Facilitator

Testimonials
Mark Burch, Deputy Director, Department of Communities and Local Government - Jane
brought a rare level of professionalism to our team that was both strategic in its approach and set
high standards of delivery, which we have been able to use as the benchmark for our own people.
Her way of working was extremely collegiate and the value she brought through mentoring the
colleagues was a bonus.

Shaun Chilton, CEO Clinigen Pharmaceuticals - Jane is empathetic and tactful, and in this way is
able to challenge deeply entrenched thoughts and behaviours sensitively. Highly intelligent and
grounded, she reads people very well.

Mike Kingscott, CFO Pickfords - Jane has provided an exceptional service with her
professionalism and knowledge, always ensuring that focus is on the task ahead and steering us
through the stages to reach the goal. Her experience and knowledge have been invaluable in
supporting us as we worked through the issues and challenges of restructuring in an ever-changing
environment. Jane’s personal drive, experience and knowledge have been outstanding – providing
a valuable and effective resource at a time when every penny counts.

Lesley Stratchan, HRD, Porsche Cars UK - I have seen you move the organisation and its skills
base forward.

Leonie Lupton, Director of OD, London South Bank University - Our work was enhanced by
Jane’s secure yet relaxed leadership. She was excellent in terms of meeting our objectives, getting
the pace right and bringing out the best in each of us – superb!

Toby Scott, Corporate Services Director, Design Council - Professional, flexible, humorous and
occasional sheer bloody-mindedness made it work fantastically.

Simon Nicholas, Head of Learning Europe, The Carphone Warehouse - A real stretching learning

experience.

